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Work has recentlybegun on the widening ojthe Nazzano road tunnel in Italy. The tunnel is currently
being expandedfrom two to three lanes and provided with additional emergencylanes in each
direction. Proj Ing Pietro Lunardi oj consultant, Rocksoil SpA,describesthe innovative method
adopted and it's history, which will allow the tunnel to remain in service during construction
Above: The machine in
action on the Baldo degli
Ubaldi Station in Rome

oday's ever increasing traffic volumes
have resulted in the need to widen
many existing roads, motorways and
railways. Meeting these needs while
retaining route operation is easy
enough for surface networks where lateral space
can be relatively easily come by. However for road
and rail sections in tunnel, obvious complications
must be overcome to undertake construction
without closing the tunnel route.
For a tunnel widening technique to work whilst
keeping the structure operable, it must solve at least
two problems satisfactorily: firstly, user safety must
be ensured and inconvenience minimised whilst
performing the works; and secondly, the technique
must be adaptable to any ground and stress-strain
conditions, minimising the effects on the ground
surrounding the tunnel.
Clearly a specific construction
approach is
required that allows ground improvements prior to
excavation, as well as final lining placement very
close to the tace being widened. This is vital to
contro I any effect on the probable band of already
plasticised ground around the existing tunnel, which
must not be subject to further disturbance. Also, it
must be capable of widening the tunnel cross
section without triggering deformation in the ground
which could piace huge thrusts on the lining of the
final widened tunnel and excessive differential
settlements at the surface. Finally the approach

must ensure, at the design stage, that construction
schedules can be observed independently of the
type of ground and stress-strain conditions to
minimise probable lane changes far traffic and
inconvenience far users.

Wherethe Idea orlglnated
A new concept is currently being used to widen
Italy's Nazzano road tunnel. The idea originally took
shape during construction of the 21 .5m wide x 16m
high, 'Baldo degli Ubaldi' underground station in
Rome. The large dimensions and severe constraints
imposed on surface subsidence required the use of
an innovative construction method (Figure 1).
Construction began by reinforcing the ground
ahead of the station tunnel's two 5m wide x 9m high
side drifts with glass fibre rods, followed by the
drift's excavation from two access shafts. The drifts,
which would later house the sidewalls of the station
tunnel, were then lined with fibre-reinforced
shotcrete and steel ribs. Next, the 21.5m wide x
8.5m high, 125m2 cross section of the station tunnel
crown was excavated,
after first having been
reinforced by more glass fibre rods. The crown area
was protected by a strong shell, created using the
pre-cutting method, and then immediately lined with
an 'active arch' of prefabricated concrete segments.
Finally the remaining 90m2 station tunnel cross
section was excavated downwards with the invert
immediately re-cast in steps after the construction
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of the crown. The area was then ready far
construction of the station infrastructure.
A unique machine was specifically designed and
constructed jointly with STAC SpA of Mozzate
(Como) to combine the required technologies into
the single system needed to carry out construction.
It consisted of a large metal arch, with the same
geometry as the profile of the crown of the station
tunnel, which rested on the inside of the sidewall
tunnels with stabilisers positioned on its side to
enable it to travel backwards and forwards. The arch
not only contained the precutting equipment but
also housed the required machinery to piace the
finallining of prefabricated concrete segments.
Once the machine was in operation, the author
noticed that the bench of the station tunnel, with a
cross section of similar size to that of a standard
motorway or rail tunnel, was not used far any
construction operations. Such construction could
therefore be performed in the same way on the
extrados of an existing tunnel, to widen it, without
having to close it to traffic, as long as appropriate
measures were taken to protect tunnel users.

The technique was adapted for tunnel widening and
consists of three major steps. During the first two
steps a 'steel traffic protection shell' is placed inside
the profile of the old tunnel and ali the machinery
works above this. This shell is four times longer than
the diameter of the tunnel to be widened. The hollow
space between the shell and the existing tunnel
lining is filled with soundproofing and impact
resistant material.
The first stage involves initial ground improvement
operations ahead of the tace and may consist of
reinforcement in the widening tace and/or preconfinement of the cavity, such as: horizontal jetgrouting, mechanical precutting or improvement
using valved and injected glass fibre rods around the
future widening tace. They may be placed in
advance or radially, working from inside the existing
tunnel but always above the steel traffic protection
shell.
After the ground
improvement
has been
performed. work starts on driving the widening tace
in steps (how large depends on the ground characteristics) between the design cross section of the
future tunnel and that of the existing tunnel. This is
done by excavating the ground and demolishing the
lining of the existing tunnel in steps of 600mm to
1.5m depending on the stress-strain conditions of
the material being tunnelled and the size of the
prefabricated segments designed for the finallining.
If the stress-strain conditions allow, tunnel advance
may proceed in steps as long as several lining
segmentlengths.
The machinery used for excavation is equipped
with everything needed for ground improvement
operations (drilling rigo mechanical precutter biade,
etc.) including one or more cutters and, if necessary
powerful shears for cutting steel ribs and steel
reinforcement in the lining of the old tunnel to be
demolished. A demolishing hammer may be used
instead of the cutter.

Thesecondand Ihird slage
The second construction stage involves placing the
prefabricated concrete segmental final lining of the
widened tunnel. The concrete segments are
transported to the face via conveyor belts and
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forklift trucks positioned on one side of the widened
tunnel. Slow setting epoxy resins are then applied to
the two sides of the segment about to be placed,
and on the front end that will eventually be in
contact with the arch of the lining that has already
been placed.
An erector
then firstly places the lower
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